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The Deliciously Conscious Cookbook is bursting with tempting treats that anyone can enjoy, no
matter what their dietary requirements. It features 100 imaginative vegetarian recipes—many of
them gluten free, dairy free, lower sugar or vegan—including Belinda Connolly’s signature
savoury Butternut, Berry & Goat’s Cheesecake and her piquant Thai Cauliflower, Coconut &
Lime Soup. Packed with easy-to-follow recipes for light lunches, simple suppers and moments of
pure indulgence, it also offers a wealth of ways to adapt each dish for a variety of needs. Belinda
is famous for using vegetables and pulses in innovative ways to create delectable sweet treats,
such as her melt-in-the-mouth Adzuki Bean Fudge Brownies and the zesty Tropical Parsnip &
Polenta Cake. Full of originality, this beautiful book offers health-conscious cooks inventive new
ways to celebrate their love of food.

About the AuthorBelinda Connolly is an acclaimed cook who has travelled the world as a private
chef, catering for celebrities and royalty. She is famous for combining unexpected ingredients to
create original taste sensations, offering robust flavours and satisfying treats that don’t come
with any of the associated guilt! She now runs a hugely popular stall that delights locals and
tourists alike at the famous Totnes Market in Devon, U.K. She is also a psychophonetics
practitioner and runs wellbeing and cookery retreats. www.belindaconnolly.com --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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House FamilyINTRODUCTIONThe idea of making and selling high-quality food from a market
stall first came about in response to the needs of my family. My partner and I had moved,
together with our six-year-old twin daughters, to Totnes in Devon, and I needed a flexible, part-
time income that would allow me to be at home with my children. As a trained chef with a lifelong
interest in culinary creativity, a regular market stall seemed like a good way to begin.Totnes is a
thriving centre for natural health, so there was demand for quality, gluten-and dairy-free dishes,
lower-sugar cakes and vegan alternatives. I wanted to embrace all dietary conditions, so the
challenge was to satisfy all demands with wholesome food cooked with integrity. As time
progressed, I had the idea of making all our cakes – and many of our savoury foods – gluten-
free, provided there was no sacrifice in taste or texture. This step further influenced the format of



The Deliciously Conscious Cookbook, as I have been able to include vegan and gluten-free
options with many of the original master recipes, giving a wide range of flexibility for cooks.Also
important was the responsible use of consumer power in making food purchases, an ethical
benefit we pass on to our customers. We choose as many ingredients as possible from the
seasonal supply, and source organic fruits and vegetables, eggs, cheeses and whole foods from
local suppliers. Finally, a message about how to use the recipes in this book:‘Let faithful imitation
be followed by carefree improvisation.’Have lots of fun!BelindaWHY FREE-FROM?I wrote The
Deliciously Conscious Cookbook in response to the growing need for delicious food that’s free
from gluten, dairy, animal products, cane sugar and nuts. My aim was to bring together a
collection of recipes that everyone could eat, and at the same time offer the vegetarian cook
extensive freedom of choice when catering for those with diverse dietary needs.The subject of
food allergies and intolerances can present considerable difficulties for the uninitiated cook, and
also embarrassing moments for their prospective guests. It took me a while to understand the
difference between dairy-free and vegan diets – that eggs can be eaten as part of a dairy-free
diet, but vegans consume no part of any animal. I had wrongly assumed that eggs were classed
as dairy, but have since learned that many people following a dairy-free diet don’t want to be
excluded from the egg-eating population. Why should they?Many people choose a gluten-free
diet for reasons other than necessity; sometimes they just feel more healthy, or they need to lose
weight. Others do so because they have been diagnosed as being sensitive to gluten or, more
seriously, having an auto-immune response to gluten, commonly known as coeliac disease, a
condition some are born with and others acquire. Gluten is found mainly in wheat and barley, but
also, in lesser concentrations, in rye. It is a complex combination of proteins, one of which –
gliadin – is thought to be responsible for triggering an allergic response in the small intestine.
The remedy for coeliac sufferers is to eliminate gluten from their diet.Modern hybrid wheat
contains a higher ratio of gluten than older strains, such as kamut and spelt, which are better
tolerated by those who are sensitive, but not fully allergic, to gluten. Certified gluten-free oats are
mostly well tolerated when harvested and milled in a manufacturing environment that is
uncontaminated by gluten. However, 2 percent of people are also allergic to avenin, a protein
found in oats. Trial and error usually defines the safe parameters.For many people, the choice of
a vegan diet extends beyond reasons of personal health. For them, it is a powerful empathic act
to live a life free from using animal products. Even the word ‘empathy’ is a relatively recent
addition to the dictionary, and the practice of it empowers those who want to take on new
responsibilities, often in the face of negative reactions from those who hold on to tradition.
Whatever diet you choose to follow, the health benefits of eating a diet rich in whole foods and
complex carbohydrates are now widely recognized. The issue of sustainability is also one of
growing importance – we not only want to eat delicious, wholesome food, we also want to know
where it’s come from.More people are now beginning to explore their unhelpful relationships with
food, asking questions such as: ‘Who’s really in charge of what I eat?’ ‘Is quality or quantity more
important?’ ‘Which part of me really needs feeding, and with what?’ The weaning process from



emotional and energetic dependence on a diet high in refined sugar can be a long journey, but
one I hope it will be easier to make with the help of this book. A large number of my cake recipes
have lower-sugar options made with lower glycaemic index sweeteners, such as xylitol,
pomegranate molasses, or agave or rice syrup. Some of my lower-sugar cakes are an acquired
taste for those used to sugary foods. I know of young children who adore my vegan lower-sugar
cake; my own had to go on a low-sugar diet to appreciate it!As you explore these recipes, I
advocate mindful experimentation to discover new ways to meet your particular needs. The idea
is that you are free to experiment based on how you feel and what your body tells you it needs.
Here is not the place to go into a detailed nutritional analysis, but to consult your inner nutritionist!
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A JOBBING CHEFMy lifelong fascination with the alchemical art of
cooking was initially inspired by the myriad dishes prepared before my childish eyes in my
mother’s and grandmother’s homes. Both were mistresses of large and productive vegetable
gardens, which were maintained by family members and part-time gardeners. I have verdant
memories of lazy days spent sneaking raw, sweet garden delights, followed by endless shelling
and slicing while perched on rattan chairs in the sunny conservatory.In 1967, my sister Sarah
was diagnosed as suffering acutely from coeliac disease. Our mother had to expand her culinary
repertoire accordingly, and I remember her swearing mightily over a succession of white sauces
that refused to play ball. In the 1960s, public awareness of the needs of coeliac sufferers was
practically nonexistent. Eating out was difficult and my poor sister suffered cruelly at birthday
parties, where she was often faced with an entire table groaning with fabulous food, none of
which she could eat.Family CultureMy mother considered waistlines important, and so puddings
only made an appearance on special occasions. That is, until I hijacked Marguerite Patten’s post-
war cookery bible for the British housewife, Cookery in Colour, and subjected my family to
endless variations of blancmange and bavarois made with whipped jelly and evaporated milk.
Next came sweets and puddings, followed by more grown-up imitations of dinner party
extravaganzas.When I was eight years old, we dined as guests of my grandparents at Sharrow
Bay hotel in the Lake District, and I first experienced food preparation raised to an art form. It
was to prove a life-changing event. Even now, I can remember digesting that first thrilling
mouthful of the now-famous sticky toffee pudding. Inspiration and curiosity led me to the
hallowed tome of my grandmother’s kitchen bible, The Constance Spry Cookery Book, co-
written by a principal of the Cordon Bleu School of Cookery in London. The recipe for grilled
mackerel with gooseberry sauce went down very well at home! Encouraged, I soon began to
make my own charcuterie, hanging it to cure from the laundry pulley, having graduated to
cooking my way through Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French Cookery, courtesy of Auntie
Sue, who was also a keen cook.Peaks & TroughsThere were several scarring moments along
the way, including the time when our cleaner inadvertently poured away my first attempt at a
crystal-clear consommé, wasting hours of dedicated simmering, skimming and straining
involving complicated manoeuvres using crushed eggshells and muslin!As my teens progressed
I delved into the world of Auguste Escoffier, the father of modern French cuisine, and imagined



myself preparing fabulous pièces montées for crowds of glittering guests. Little did I guess that
such aspirations would lead me, at the age of 16, to experiment with elaborate aspic work and
cake decoration, which found appreciative outlets at family celebrations and earned
remuneration from grateful neighbours.It was at boarding school that I began to suffer from a
compulsive eating disorder, caused by separation anxiety amongst other issues, which was to
remain with me for the next 14 years. This need to be close to food undoubtedly affected my
future choice of career. I realized that I was not, as I saw it, marriage material waiting to be
transformed into the perfect hostess, so I chose not to enter cookery school and instead trained
for three years as a nurse at the Royal Free Hospital in London.However, the ghost of culinary
creativity would not rest, and so from my north London flat and with more chutzpah than know-
how – mainly to prove to myself and my parents that a career change was viable – I boiled
luscious Christmas puddings and sold them to Covent Garden foodie shops, and trudged a
snowy ‘millionaires’ avenue’ in Hampstead, dropping posh leaflets advertising my extravagant
wares. Soon I had acquired a small but exclusive following for whom I created Grand Marnier
mousses encased in dark chocolate baskets, and Genoise cakes smothered in homemade
custard and butter-cream icing.My father, generously, and perhaps in a desperate bid to see his
wayward daughter in gainful employment, offered to send me to a cookery school. I applied to
Leith’s School of Food and Wine with a list of everything I had ever cooked. To their lasting
credit, my interviewers declared that if indeed I could prepare all that I had shown them, then
they had nothing to teach me. With this ringing in my ears I set off, armed with the same list, to
my interview at the Cordon Bleu Cookery School, only to be bluntly informed that I would have to
start with the beginners’ course. I had proved my long-suspected point that culinary school was
not for me!Outward BoundMy horizons expanded, I began working as the only female chef in the
kitchen of the highly regarded Le Talbooth restaurant, in Colchester. I was thrown in at the deep
end, and given sole charge of the starter section of a busy 80-cover restaurant. I was very
inexperienced in kitchen brigade etiquette and was often derided for unwitting breaches. My
most memorable gaffe was daring to bring my food processor into the kitchen, for which I was
roundly criticized for ‘not using proper knife skills’. However, on return from holiday, I discovered
that much unauthorized use had been made of my despised machine, after which the subject
was never mentioned again.During the next six months, I learned how to work as part of a
perfectly orchestrated kitchen brigade. I made (and occasionally ruined) terrines of everything,
encountered fresh truffles, foie gras and live lobsters; worked hours of unpaid overtime rectifying
mistakes and eventually discovered how to deliver accurate dishes at high speed. Having
absorbed much of the restaurant’s repertoire I began to look further afield and, much to my
surprise, was offered a transfer as head chef to the noble Althorp kitchens of the Earl and
Countess Spencer. This was my ticket to ride.Onwards & UpwardsAt Althorp I realized my
dream, catering for innumerable private, royal and public parties, banquets and corporate
events, all under the watchful and sometimes wrathful eye of Raine, Countess Spencer, who
found me ‘well bred but arrogant’.I set myself the challenge of spinning sugar veils over lychee



sorbets in tuile baskets nestling in chopped jelly atop silver salvers. For royal house parties I
served the now-perfected, crystal-clear Consommé Madrilène in original East India Company
china soup bowls to the Prince and Princess of Wales. However, my most treasured memory is
of the French ambassador, who was flabbergasted to discover that I had never set foot inside a
French kitchen! My duties included the provision of interesting meals for a large, mostly live-in
staff, who were like my extended family. The trials and tribulations of 20th-century, upstairs-
downstairs life cemented lifelong friendships, and the rich store of memories are still revisited at
periodic reunions.Since then I have globetrotted from Monte Carlo to the Cayman Islands,
working in cramped and impossibly humid galleys to provide haute cuisine for the elite aboard
billionaires’ yachts. With the generous help of my long-suffering father, I also started my own
catering company, A Private Function. Work included, among the usual business and private
jobs, in-house events for local music celebrities, including Peter Gabriel, Tears for Fears,
Morrissey and Van Morrison; and location work for film and television. I also catered events for
the now Duchess of Cornwall and Jane Seymour, and worked for a short time at the Bristol
Cancer Help Centre.New HorizonsWhen business slowed during the early-1990s recession, my
friend Belinda and I made the bold decision to open an art gallery and dining club in the French
Alps. There I met my partner, Brian, who was en route from Italy to England. After a few brief
adventures we chose to start a family and decamped back to the UK, eventually taking root in
Totnes, Devon, for our children’s holistic education at the local Steiner school. I chose to stay at
home, cooking for live-in students, and then started the market stall to share the art of producing
wholesome relevant food in the thriving alternative community. I was home at last!Having
become practised in cooking for family, friends and students, my repertoire was further
transformed by very different needs. I cooked for the Devon School of Shiatsu and also studied
macrobiotic cooking at The Holistic Cooking School, learning about the energetics of food and
their therapeutic combinations. At home, organic baby food and individual twin palates offered
special challenges in both imagination and endurance. I shall never forget the relief when my
daughter India – in those days never keen on anything green – began to eat lettuce after she had
helped to prepare it. For her the key was to be included in the natural rhythmic cycle of earth to
table.I have since publicly demonstrated my recipes and devised cookery courses for single
people, teenagers and those needing vegan, gluten- or dairy-free inspiration; but mostly what I
find myself teaching is a way through the conceptual maze that lies behind cooking food without
common ingredients. This new-found skill encourages the confidence to cook nourishing food,
and this naturally leads to a more appreciative approach to life. I enjoy enabling people to trust
themselves enough to have a go, even if they make mistakes. My culinary motto is: ‘It’s only a
disaster when somebody else tells me it is.’ Burned? Well, call it smoked!Recently, I have
become more active in spreading awareness of just how fragile, since the green and GM
revolutions, our healthy food sources have become. I am also beginning to work therapeutically
as a psychophonetics practitioner. This modality uses conversation, intention, alphabetical
sounds and movement based on Rudolf Steiner’s Psychosophy, and I hope to enable those



suffering from eating disorders and nourishment-related issues to have an empowered
future.FROM PLATE TO PAGEThe motivation to write and publish my first book, Belinda’s
Totnes Market Cookbook, was inspired not only by repeated requests from customers at the
market stall, but also by my friend Carole, a woman of vision, talent and no little enthusiasm. She
photographed my food and encouraged me to imagine my book on the shelves of Waterstones
and Barnes & Noble. In the summer of 2007 I began writing on one day a week, and it took
almost two years to complete the manuscript, squeezed in as it was between school runs,
visiting students, family meals and running the market stall.In 2009 I was due to begin my
psychotherapy training, and so made a monumental effort to complete the book beforehand. I
asked for, and received, much skilled help from fellow parents within the Steiner school
community, for which I paid mostly with cake! Two years later emerged a great-looking
cookbook, which I sold from the market stall and encouraging local shops. Sales continued, and
people often returned to buy a second copy for family and friends. After a year it became evident
that a reprint would be needed, so I took a deep breath and ordered a larger quantity than the
first print-run, praying that I hadn’t made an expensive mistake. I hadn’t – the cookbook went on
to sell 1,000 copies.By 2011, I began to feel that I had taken the book as far as I could and
resolved to find a publisher. The initial response was less than encouraging. It seemed that
nobody was interested in multi-functional, all-singing, all-dancing recipes, and agents weren’t
looking for new cookery authors. As time passed I felt increasingly despondent about the lack of
progress, but my inner voice urged me to remain committed. I wrote another e-mail to a
publisher, and then decided to stop worrying.The dry, bright afternoon of 9 November 2012
found me selling an unexpected flurry of cookbooks alongside the debut of my Cider Mango
Mincemeat Cheesecake. A familiar customer appeared with her friend, who seemed extremely
interested in my cookbook. She handed me her card, and I realized in that here was the
publisher I had been waiting for.March 2014MY PHILOSOPHY OF COOKINGFor me, cooking
and eating are flip sides of the same coin. When creating a dish, I allow my whole being to be
guided intuitively by what pleases me. As I cook, I’m already seeing the result in my mind’s eye. It
is as if I am looking backwards from the future, watching others already enjoying the dish.I love
the immediate intimacy of the modern food culture which, since the advent of social media, now
reaches into homes everywhere. I feel tingles of anticipation when, for example, a cranberry curd
and walnut shortbread slice comes my way via the internet. It’s new, fresh and invigorating, and it
makes me want to meet the inventive cook who dreamed outside the box.My most exciting
explorations frequently bubble up from an inner picture inspired by, for instance, a meal out, a
conversation or a food blog. One such impulse arose in response to my tired and fractious family
on a recent chilly autumn evening. It evolved into a simple polenta sweetcorn slab topped with a
quick roast vegetable sauce dreamed up in the moment. My mood became generous. I did it all
– table setting, plate warming, lighting the candles – and was rewarded by an atmosphere of
grateful ruminatory peace. The howling wind bayed in vain.I never know how long the creative
process will take to percolate. I remember waking up musing that I’d had a visitation from the



pistachio-and-white-chocolate fairy, clad in a pale green gauze and creamy velvet party dress. I
leaped out of bed – a rare occurrence – and into the kitchen where the blondie appeared an hour
later.Sometimes the process meanders along a winding path; my sweet vegetable cakes, for
instance, have been evolving one after the other for 18 months. Lately I find my daughters are
perfecting my recipes or busy creating their own, which feels wonderful, if not a touch alarming!
Like any parent, I have to balance my workload with the desire to provide wholesome, nourishing
meals at every sitting. I have learned to enjoy cooking with the freshest of local seasonal
produce, and now derive a deep satisfaction from tasting the simplicity of the land rather than
being strung out between feeling the need to create something amazing for supper every night,
or falling too frequently into pasta default mode.My family all enjoy cooking, and my daughters’
gorgeous, naturally iced Hobbity biscuits are currently occupying the transitional space between
home and gap-year travels. I feel blessed to have been a part of bringing the simple art of self-
nourishment home to roost. I will end with this J.R.R. Tolkien quote that echoes my sentiments
exactly: ‘If more of us valued food and cheer and song above hoarded gold, it would be a merrier
world.’COOK’S NOTESFlourI use a variety of gluten-free flours, each with their own special
qualities of taste and texture. I have found that they roughly divide into three categories, and that
judicious mixes of the categories below make excellent substitutes for wheat flour:Heavyweight
flours: these are protein-rich flours that equate with whole-wheat flour and produce heavier
bakes with less rise. They include buckwheat, millet, polenta, quinoa, teff, nut meal, hemp, and
bean and legume flours.Medium-weight flours: these broadly correlate with white (all-purpose)
flour, and include sorghum or jowar flour; certified gluten-free oat flour; and coconut, chestnut
and brown rice flour.Lightweight flours: these are the featherweight, starchier flours, such as
sweet rice flour, tapioca starch, cornstarch and arrowroot, and are used in some dishes for their
binding properties.My ideal cake mix consists of 50 per cent heavier flour mixed with 50 per cent
comprising several of the medium flours listed above. You can also substitute a tablespoon or
two of medium flour with maca, lucuma or baobab powders for added nutrition. You will find a big
price difference between flours, so begin by experimenting with the cheaper bulk flours and then
add smaller fractions of the exotics to taste. Or, if you prefer, you can use 100 per cent ordinary
white (all-purpose), wholegrain, spelt or kamut flour and still enjoy my mouthwatering
recipes.The volumes of gluten-free baking powder I give in my recipes vary depending on
whether they are bulked up with rice flour. I have used a middle-of-the-road measurement, so do
increase or reduce as you see fit.Fats & OilsI use many different fats and oils at home. For
everyday use, I keep a half-and-half, cold-pressed olive oil/sunflower oil mix made up in a large
bottle corked with a wine pourer. For dressings, I use omega-rich oils such as flaxseed oil.The
wide-ranging health and ethical debates about hard fats continues apace. Tastes and needs are
changing, and I find myself with a foot in both the culinary and sustainable wellbeing camps
regarding the use of coconut oil and palm fat. Both lend themselves to pastry, sweet dishes and
also to spicy and savoury food, yet I still prefer olive oil in traditional Mediterranean cuisine. I
always recommend using GMO-free oils and margarine, sustainably sourced palm fat and raw



organic coconut oil.For sautéeing food over high heat, I used a mixture of butter and olive oil for
years. However, in response to customer requests for a healthy, unprocessed saturated fat that
produces fewer free radicals, I now often use unrefined raw coconut oil in place of butter or other
oils. I also use it in baking, and you will find it in many of my recipes.Please note that coconut oil
is hard until melted; the measurements in the recipes do take this into account. It can be
softened enough for perfect cake making by placing the jar in warm water for 20–30 minutes, or
by popping the jar in the microwave for 30 seconds on a low power setting.Lower Sugar… What
Does that Mean?In this book, ‘lower sugar’ means that cane sugar has been replaced with other
sweeteners that are lower than cane sugar on the glycaemic index. These include rice, agave
and date syrup, pomegranate molasses, apple concentrate and xylitol (I use one that’s
processed from birch sugar, not corn cobs).Stevia drops or powder can also be used to sweeten
fillings, cheesecakes, fruit purées and fruit juices; however, recipes that rely on higher
concentrations of sugar, such as cakes and brownies, will suffer textural changes.Pomegranate
molasses can replace maple syrup any day of the week in my larder. Rich, sticky and darkly
satisfying without even the slightest suggestion of cloying the palate, it’s my most exciting new
condiment! It adds both sweet and sour notes to savoury and sweet dishes alike. I use it in
marinades, dressings, fruit salads, cake fillings, tomato sauces and anywhere a sweeter acidity
balance is called for. If you can’t find pomegranate molasses, then apple juice concentrate is the
next best substitute.If you are diabetic or following a restricted carbohydrate diet, you will need
to decide which recipes in this book are suitable for you.Thickening & SettingI use ground
psyllium husks to cleverly absorb runaway moisture from cold fillings and toppings. Psyllium is
readily available in health food stores, but use it sparingly and wait couple of minutes before
adding more or you could end up with a gummy finish!Vegetarian gelling powders and crystals
greatly vary in strength between brands, so please make sure you understand your packet
instructions before attempting your recipe.ChocolateI buy organic Fairtrade chocolate whenever
possible. I prefer 70 per cent organic dark chocolate because the flavour of the higher proportion
of cocoa solids has an incomparably more penetrating flavour, and it is also freer from excess
sugar.It is increasingly possible to source no-added-sugar, dairy-free white and dark chocolate.
Melting these can be a little tricky depending on your brand; however, I find adding a little
sunflower oil works well. I recommend grating the white chocolate in most recipes, but feel free
to experiment.NutsNut allergies are catered for in many of my recipes. I have listed seed options
instead of nuts, so do experiment with anything else that appeals and remember that the fat
content ratio is important to note when considering substitutes. Please note that seeds taste
rancid after a few months, so it’s better to buy them in smaller quantities.Coconuts are
considered nuts for the purposes of this book; consequently I have included a nut-free option for
many recipes containing coconut products.In the Kitchen…For me, the essential power tools for
your kitchen are a coffee/spice grinder, a food processor and a powerful hand blender.Other
items I wouldn’t be without include a sharp, four-sided grater, a fat balloon whisk with a rubber
handle, silicone rubber spatulas (these don’t perish) and silicone baking parchment for lining



tins.The oven temperatures given in this book are for fan-assisted ovens. If you use a
conventional oven, just set the temperature at approximately 20°C/70°F higher than indicated in
your recipe. Adjust the cooking times to suit, and consult your cooker manual if you are in
doubt.My recipes include metric, imperial and cup measures. Please note that quantities for fruit
and vegetables always reflect the prepared weight.CHOOSING YOUR RECIPESI compiled this
chart to help you quickly and easily identify which recipes are dairy free, gluten free, lower sugar,
nut free or vegan. Many recipes can be adapted to suit one or more of these requirements – see
the Variations panels with each recipe and the ‘options’ listed below. Have fun selecting the right
recipes for you!DF: dairy free; DFO: dairy-free option; GF: gluten free; GFO: gluten-free option;
LS: lower sugar; LSO: lower-sugar option; NF: nut free; NFO: nut-free option; V: vegan; VO:
vegan optionSoupsVegetable Bouillon DF, GF, NF, VPreserved Vegetable Bouillon DF, GF, NF,
VRoasted Butternut Squash & Garlic Soup DF, GF, VLeek & Potato Soup DF, GF, VThai
Cauliflower, Coconut & Lime Soup DFO, GF, NFO, VOCountry Potage DF, GF, NF, VRich Carrot
Soup DFO, GF, NF, VOKashmiri Root Vegetable Soup DFO, GF, NFO, VOPotato Goulash Soup
DFO, GF, VOSoupe au Pistou DFO, GF, NF, VOSnacks & StartersThai Butternut & Root
Vegetable Pasties DFO, GFO, NFO, VORatatouille & Lentil Pasties DFO, GFO, NF,
VOCranberry, Chestnut & Camembert Filo Pastries DFO, GFO, VOGarlic-Mushroom Risotto &
Cashew Filos DF, GFO, NFO, VSpinach & Ricotta Filo Pastries (Spanakopitas) DFO, GFO, NFO,
VODal Fritters with Lime & Seed Yogurt DFO, GF, NF, VOSprouted Chickpea Falafel Pittas DF,
GFO, NF, VPink Flush Falafels DF, NF, VButternut-kick Falafels DF, NF, VChilli Falafels DF, NF,
VMini Millet Burgers with Tomato & Avocado Salsa DF, GF, VRainbow Superfood Muffins DFO,
GF, VOCourgette or Spinach Superfood Muffins DFO, GF, VOCarrot & Tomato Superfood
Muffins DFO, GF, VOAgrodolce Superfood Muffins DFO, GF, VOBeetroot Superfood Muffins
DFO, GF, VOBlack Olive Superfood Muffins DFO, GF, VOJapanese Superfood Muffins DFO, GF,
VOVegetable Pakoras DF, GF, VCooked SaladsMushroom, Butter Bean & Seed Salad DF, GF,
VBeetroot, Kohlrabi & Potato Salad DFO, GF, NF, VORoasted Vegetable & Quinoa Salad DFO,
GF, NF, VOSeared Chicory & Orange Salad DFO, GF, NFO, VOWarm Ruddy Roasted Beetroot
Salad DFO, GFO, NFO, VOMixed Bean Salad DF, GF, NF, VString Beans in Spicy Tomato Sauce
DF, GF, NF, VSavoury SlicesBeetroot, Carrot & Potato Rösti DF, GF, NFO, VFarinata with Spicy
Tomato Sauce DFO, GF, NFO, VOPolenta, Fennel, Caponata & Lentil Slice DF, GF, NF, VGiant
Dolmada Cake DFO, GF, NFO, VOGiant Dolmada Roll DFO, GF, NFO, VOButternut, Apple &
Smoked Almond Roulade DFO, GF, LSO, NFOChar-grilled Pepper Polenta Cake & Tapenade
DF, GF, NF, VDouble Maize Bake with Spicy Tomato Sauce DFO, GF, NF, VOBaked Ricotta Ring
DFO, GF, NFO, VOVegetable Quinoa Pizza DFO, GF, NF, VOSweet Quinoa Pizza DFO, GF,
VCurries, Stews & Noodle DishesSweet-and-Sour Egg & Tofu Curry DFO, GF, NFO,
VOChickpea & Tofu Thai Green Curry DF, GF, NFO, VTempeh Goulash with Caraway Dumplings
DF, GF, NFO, VTempeh Tagine DF, GF, NFO, VSpätzle with Artichoke Salsa Verde & Greens DF,
GF, NFOSeaweed Noodle & Tofu Stir-fry with Satay Sauce DF, GF, NFO, VKashmiri Butter Bean
& Vegetable Curry DFO, GF, NFO, VOPastry, Tarts, Quiches & Savoury CheesecakesSpelt



Pastry DFO, LSO, NF, VOGluten-free Pastry DFO, GF, LSO, NF, VOGruyère, Almond & Thyme
Pastry DFO, GFO, NFO, VOHazelnut Pastry DFO, GFO, LSO, NFO, VOBeetroot & Butternut
Tatin DFO, GFO, NFO, VOMushroom, Chard & Cheddar Quiche DFO, GFO, VOFennel & Adzuki
Bean Pie DFO, GFO, NFO, VOHerbed Potato Pie DFO, GFO, NF, VORoasted Pepper & Goat’s
Cheese Quiche DFO, GFO, LSO, NF, VOVegan Courgette & Cashew Quiche DF, GFO,
VChestnut, Cranberry & Onion Quiche DF, GFO, VMushroom, Butter Bean & Seed Quiche DF,
GFO, VButternut, Berry & Goat’s Cheesecake DFO, GF, NFO, VODolcelatte & Cucumber
Cheesecake DFO, GF, VOSweetheart TartsTarte au Citron Vert DFO, GFO, LSO, NF,
VOCaramel Apple Tart DFO, GF, NFBanoffee Pie DFO, GFO, NF, VOMango & Cider Mincemeat
Streusel Tart DFO, GFO, LSOPear & Chocolate Tart DFO, GFO, LSO, NF, VOTarte Tatin with
Hazelnut Pastry DFO, GFO, LSO, NFO, VORoulades, Dessert Cakes & CheesecakesMaster
Roulade Recipe DFO, GF, LSO, NFOStrawberry & Lemon Roulade GF, NFOTiramisu Roulade
DFO, GF, LSO, NFOVéronique’s Chocolate Ganache Roulade DFO, GF, NFOZesty Lemon
Polenta Cake DFO, GF, LSO, NFOZesty Tropical Polenta Cake DFO, GFDouble Chocolate
Truffle Torte DFO, GF, LSOLucia’s Chocolate Vegan Cake DF, GF, LS, VVegan Nectarine Upside-
down Cake DF, GF, LS, VSticky Ginger & Prune Parkin DF, GF, LSO, VHazelnut Meringue
Gâteau GFQuick Christmas Cake DFO, GF, LSO, VOSpiced Apple & Seville Marmalade
Cheesecake DFO, GF, LSO, VOLemon & Lime Cheesecake DFO, GF, LSO, VOVegan Fruity
Teasecake DF, GF, LSO, VMincemeat, Orange & Saffron Cheesecake DFO, GF, LSO, NFO,
VOWhite Chocolate & Raspberry Cheesecake DFO, GF, LSO, NFO, VOSweet Vegetable
CakesBeetroot & Chocolate Cake DFO, GF, LSO, NFO, VOSweet Potato, Pecan & Cappuccino
Cake DFO, GF, LSO, VOTropical Parsnip & Polenta Cake DFO, GF, LSO, NFO, VOCourgette,
White Chocolate & Mint Cake DFO, GF, LSO, VOMoroccan Aubergine & Rose Celebration Cake
DFO, GF, LSO, VOJamaican Sweet Potato & Orange Cake DFO, GF, LSO, VOCarrot Passion
Cake DFO, GF, NF, VOMacrobiotic Carrot Cake DF, GF, LS, VVegan Beetroot & Chocolate Cake
DF, GF, LSO, NFO, VVegan Sweet Potato, Pecan & Cappuccino Cake GF, LSO, VVegan Tropical
Parsnip & Polenta Cake GF, LSO, VVegan Courgette, White Chocolate & Mint Cake GF, LSO,
VVegan Moroccan Aubergine & Rose Cake GF, LSO, VVegan Jamaican Sweet Potato & Orange
Cake GF, LSO, VVegan Carrot Passion Cake GF, LSO, VBlondies, Brownies &
FlapjacksChocolate & Hazelnut Brownies DFO, GF, NFOWhite Chocolate & Pistachio Blondies
GFAdzuki Bean Fudge Brownies DF, GF, LS, VMillionaires’ Salted Caramel Brownies DF, GF,
VPixie’s Irresistible Vegan Chocolate Brownies DF, GFO, LSO, VBlackjack DFO, GF, LSO, NF,
VOLovejack DFO, GF, NF, VOPiña Colada Flapjack DFO, GF, VOSoupsAll the soups in this
chapter have been tried and tested on the coldest and wettest of winter market days, and have
never failed to draw cries of appreciation from chilled customers. Although a quick bowl of soup
is always great on its own, you may want to combine it with a savoury slice or a cooked salad for
a hearty meal.Whilst puréed seasonal root soups form the rich heart of this repertoire, do try the
evocative, summery Soupe au Pistou where finely diced courgettes, French and fresh white
beans bathe in a ground coriander, orange peel and saffron brew laced with a forceful garlicky



tomato, basil and Parmesan pistou. Pure Provence!A heavy-based, large saucepan with a lid
makes the ideal cooking pot for soup. Quickly steam-fry the vegetables in a covered pan to
release their aromas before adding the stock, and remember to scrunch up the fresh bay leaves,
without breaking them, which helps liberate the fragrant volatile essential oils.VEGETABLE
BOUILLONMakes about 1.5 litres/2½ pints/6 cups | Prep 15 minutes, plus soaking the
mushrooms and frying the vegetables (both optional) | Cook 40 minutes | Dairy free | Gluten free
| Nut free | VeganHere is my infinitely variable template for vegetable stock, which I call bouillon,
because it is richer than a simple stock. Get in the habit of popping clean vegetable peelings into
a simmering pot of this bouillon and you’ll have a ready supply for your everyday cooking.6 dried
or fresh mushrooms, wiped and quartered125ml/4fl oz/½ cup boiling water4 carrots, scrubbed
and roughly chopped4 celery sticks, scrubbed and roughly chopped4 dried or fresh tomatoes,
roughly chopped2 unpeeled garlic cloves, smashed2 unpeeled onions, roughly chopped1 leek,
roughly chopped and washed225g/8oz/about 1 cups chopped assorted root vegetables, such
as beetroots (beets), celeriac (celery root), fennel, parsnips and swedes (rutabagas), or corn
cobs (optional), scrubbed or peeled, as necessary10 black peppercorns4 thyme sprigs2 bay
leaves, scruncheda handful of parsley sprigs, including the stalks2 rosemary, oregano or
marjoram sprigs, or ¼ tsp dried (optional)1 tbsp olive or sunflower oil (optional)2 litres/3½ pints/9
cups waterIf using dried mushrooms, soak them in the boiling water for 20 minutes. Strain
through a sieve lined with muslin (cheesecloth), then quarter them and set aside. Reserve the
liquid.If you have time, fry all the vegetables, including the soaked and drained mushrooms, with
the peppercorns and herbs in the oil for a few minutes, stirring occasionally.Add the water and
any soaking liquid, cover and bring to the boil. Turn the heat down and simmer, with the lid ajar,
for 40 minutes.Strain and use according to your recipe, or leave to cool. This will keep in the
fridge, in a covered container, for up to 3 days, or in the freezer for up to 6 months.Cook’s
note:You can omit step 2, but I include it because of the depth of flavour it adds.PRESERVED
VEGETABLE BOUILLONMakes about 50 × 30g/1oz/2 tbsp portions | Prep 30 minutes | No
cookingDairy free | Gluten free | Nut free | VeganPondering the ticklish subject of reconciling
time, great-tasting food and bouillon powder, I came across this salted, fresh vegetable bouillon
mixture inspired by The River Cottage Preserves Handbook by Pam Corbin. Making and
freezing a batch might just be enough to revolutionize your larder – and your taste
buds.55g/2oz/1 cup flat-leaf parsley sprigs, washed1 garlic clove85g/3oz/scant ½ cup sun-blush
tomatoes or drained sun-dried tomatoes in oil200g/7oz/1½ cups carrots, scrubbed and
chopped115g/4oz/11/3 cups celeriac (celery root), peeled and chopped55g/2oz/½ cup celery
sticks, including the leaves, chopped250g/9oz/1¾ cups sea salt200g/7oz/2¼ cups fennel,
including the small fronds, chopped4 spring onions (scallions), chopped140g/5oz/1½ cups
leeks, sliced and washed115g/4oz/ cup shallots, choppedPulse the parsley in a food processor
until finely chopped. Add the garlic and pulse again, then add the tomatoes and continue pulsing
until they are finely chopped.Add the carrots, celeriac (celery root) and celery and pulse until
they are finely chopped. Add half the salt and pulse until roughly blended. Add the fennel, spring



onions (scallions), leeks and shallots and pulse again, then add the remaining salt. The finished
mixture should resemble a loose, moist paste.Keep one-quarter of the mixture in a sealed jar in
the fridge for up to 1 week and freeze the rest in a re-sealable bag, ready to add flavour to
savoury dishes.Cook’s note:This mixture has roughly half the strength of vegetable bouillon
powder, so I use twice as much to compensate. It’s very salty, so you will need to adjust the
seasoning in your recipe accordingly.ROASTED BUTTERNUT SQUASH & GARLIC
SOUPServes 6–8 | Prep 10 minutes | Cook 30 minutesDairy free | Gluten free | VeganThis is a
velvety, flavoursome brew. The subtle tastes of roasted squash and garlic make a perfumed
marriage, adding a warming glow to banish autumn chills. It’s always a good seller. French
bread, smothered in herb butter with a touch of turmeric and chillies, goes especially
well.1.3kg/3lb/10 cups butternut squash, peeled, de-seeded and cut into 5cm/2in dice10
unpeeled garlic cloves6 tbsp olive, sunflower or raw coconut oil450g/1lb/2¾ cups onions,
sliced2 bay leaves, scrunchedabout 1.8 litres/3 pints/8 cups vegetable stock, boilingsea salt and
freshly ground black pepper2 tbsp finely chopped flat-leaf parsley, to garnish6 tbsp rice or soya
cream, to garnishPreheat the oven to Fan 200°C/Fan 400°F/Gas 7.Put the squash and garlic
into a roasting tray (baking sheet) lined with a silicone mat. Toss in 2 tbsp of the oil and season
with salt and pepper to taste. Roast for 15 minutes, or until the squash is just soft. Peel the
garlic.Meanwhile, heat the remaining oil in a saucepan over a medium-high heat. Add the onions
and bay leaves and immediately turn the heat to medium-low. Cover and cook for 6 minutes,
uncovering and stirring occasionally, until the onions are soft and translucent.Add the squash
and garlic to the pan with the onions. Stir in enough boiling stock to cover the vegetables by
10cm/4in. Bring the soup to the boil, then simmer, with the lid ajar, for 15 minutes to blend the
flavours.Remove the bay leaves, then purée the soup. Add extra boiling stock, as necessary, to
make a velvety texture. Add salt and pepper to taste, and garnish with the chopped parsley and
rice cream.LEEK & POTATO SOUPServes 6–8 | Prep 20 minutes, plus making the bouillon
(optional) | Cook 30 minutesDairy free | Gluten free | VeganI debated whether I should include
my version of this classic. There were so many positive responses, however, that I decided
another airing wouldn’t harm. The taste is largely dependent on the quality of the ingredients, but
the success lies in keeping the simmering to the minimum.4 tbsp olive, sunflower or raw coconut
oil2 large bay leaves, scrunched450g/1lb/5 cups leeks, thinly sliced and washed450g/1lb/3 cups
floury (Idaho or baking) potatoes, scrubbed and choppedabout 1.8 litres/3 pints/8 cups
vegetable stock, boiling125ml/4fl oz/½ cup rice or soya creamsea salt and freshly ground black
pepper2 tbsp finely chopped flat-leaf parsley, to garnishHeat the oil in a large, heavy-based
saucepan over a medium-high heat until it shimmers. Throw in the bay leaves for a few seconds,
then add the leeks and immediately turn the heat to medium-low, cover the pan and fry for 4
minutes, then stir the leeks again.Add the potatoes, re-cover the pan and cook for 5 more
minutes, then stir well.Add enough boiling stock to cover the vegetables by 10cm/4in. Return to
the boil and season with salt and not too much pepper. Turn the heat to low and simmer for 20
minutes, with the lid ajar, or until the potatoes are tender.Remove the bay leaves, then purée the



soup. Thin the soup with extra boiling stock if it is too thick. Add the cream, adjust the seasoning
and keep hot, but do not re-boil. Scatter with the chopped parsley just before
serving.VARIATIONSIf you eat dairy products, replace the rice or soya cream with single (light)
cream.THAI CAULIFLOWER, COCONUT & LIME SOUPServes 6–8 | Prep 15 minutes, plus
making the curry paste | Cook 35 minutesDairy-free option | Gluten free | Nut-free option | Vegan
optionCauliflower and coconut might sound like a surprising combination, but the flavours and
texture are very successful, and the soup is so quick and easy to prepare. I serve this almost
every Friday at the stall when the weather turns colder – and if I don’t, I have unhappy
customers.4 tbsp raw coconut oil450g/1lb/2¾ cups onions, thinly sliced2 bay leaves,
scrunched1–1½ tbsp Thai Curry Paste, to taste900g/2lb cauliflower, chopped into 12 chunks,
including any green leavesabout 1.8 litres/3 pints/8 cups vegetable stock, boiling250ml/9fl oz/1
cup plus 2 tbsp coconut cream½ tsp sea saltfreshly grated zest and juice of 2 limes125ml/4fl oz/
½ cup crème fraîche2 tbsp bottled sweet chilli saucefreshly ground black pepper, to season2
tbsp chopped coriander (cilantro) leaves, to garnishHeat the oil in a large saucepan over a
medium-high heat until it shimmers. Add the onions and bay leaves and immediately turn the
heat to medium-low, cover and cook for 6 minutes, uncovering and stirring occasionally, until the
onions are soft and translucent.Stir in curry paste, re-cover and cook for about 3 minutes. Add
the cauliflower, re-cover and cook for 5 minutes, uncovering and stirring occasionally, if
necessary, so nothing burns. Add enough stock to cover the cauliflower by 10cm/4in.Add the
coconut cream, salt and lime zest, then simmer, with the lid ajar, for no more than 15 minutes, or
until cauliflower is just tender. Do not boil or over-cook. Remove the bay leaves. Stir in the crème
fraîche, lime juice and chilli sauce, then purée the soup.Adjust the seasoning to taste and serve
scattered with chopped coriander (cilantro). Do not re-boil the soup or it will curdle.VARIATIONS
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S.D. Breen, “A great cookbook! Each recipe is laid out in its .... A great cookbook! Each recipe is
laid out in its original form, and when applicable there are alternative versions: gluten-free, dairy-
free, vegan etc. I've been looking for a cookery book like this for a long time. Besides, the recipes
are clear and easy to follow; better still, the recipes have so far turned out to be delicious! A great
buy.”

Betty, “Interesting cook book. Some lovely recipes in this book. Only 4 stars as pictures are in
black and white. Lots of the recipes use coconut oil/ ethical food stuffs, which I find can be
expensive,  unfortunately. I've made some savoury recipes and taste great.”

Lilly23, “Excellent. Already cooked several recipes ......all deliciousInteresting combinations of
ingredients that work”

Mrs B, “Super healthy food that tastes delicious. Amazing food, brilliant,y healthy. You do need a
lot of time to prepare the recipes and there is a lot of ingredients, however, the food tastes
amazing.  It is a shame this book didn't get printed in colour.”

AT, “Five Stars. Love it!”

The book by Chef Maggie Chow has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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